Determination of the molecular relationship between multiple tumors within one patient is of clinical importance.
To determine the molecular relationship between multiple tumors within one patient and to evaluate the impact of this knowledge on clinical management. In 25 consecutive patients with multiple tumors, proven by histology and immunohistochemistry to be identical, molecular aberrations were determined. Each patient had at least one lesion in the lung or head and neck region. Loss of heterozygosity (LOH) and p53 aberration analyses were carried out, and similar aberration profiles suggest clonality and metastasis whereas different profiles suggest independent primary tumors. The molecular determinations indicated that 12 patients had a probable second primary tumor and 10 patients had a metastasis of the first lesion. In three patients, both an independent primary tumor and a metastasis were present. The molecular findings determined the course of additional treatment in all 10 patients with metastases, in all three patients with both a second primary tumor and a metastasis, and in seven of 12 patients with a second primary tumor. By comparing DNA alterations of multiple tumors within one patient, the relationship between the tumors can be assessed. This study shows that in 20 of 25 patients, knowledge of the nature of both lesions was essential in clinical decision making. Furthermore, after thorough analysis of the five cases where clinical decision making was not influenced, there was in retrospect no clear indication for LOH or p53 analysis. Because these molecular analyses can be performed on routine specimens, they can be applied in almost all patients.